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Image details (clockwise from top):
Yellow Sun, acrylic on canvas, 228 x 351 cm; Rose, acrylic on canvas, 180 x 180 cm; Green and Black, acrylic on
canvas; and Decadence, acrylic on canvas, 217 x 157 cm

ARTIST STATEMENT
In my current practice as a large-scale painter, Nature is the means by which I communicate
human emotion - joy, triumph, struggle, frustration, brokenness and beauty. My images are
often fragmented in their abstract depiction, which mirror the brokenness of humanity. The
works are compositionally often likened to textiles with sinews and lines creating the
content and unity of the work. I am inspired by the organic structure and movement
between trees, foliage, water and sky but most of all the awe and wonder experienced when
looking into a vast canopy, or small window of nature. My paintings use bright colours
and rhythmic patterns to stir up the senses in order to recreate this sensory experience.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Born in Castlereagh, Catherine received her BA (Hons) in Fine Art from the University of
Ulster in 2001 and completed a postgraduate course at Leith School of Art, in Edinburgh
2005. Since graduating Catherine has been a member of Queen Street Studios in Belfast and
has received a number of awards from the Northern Ireland Arts Council through the
Individual Artists Award Programme. Over the years she has taken part in a variety of group
shows from Cork to New York.
Her solo show ‘Joyful Noise’, exhibited at Belfast’s Waterfront Hall in March 2012 marked a
notable change of direction. Her art now reflects the organic world - exploring the lines,
geometry & motifs of nature rather than the urban jungle, however a sense of structure and
architectural integrity has become synonymous with her work and intrinsic to the
movement and changing nature of life and city living.
Supported by the British Council through their International Residency Programme Award
Catherine travelled to Brazil in June 2015 and spent one month in Rio de Janiero as artist in
residence at Largo das Artes. The purpose of the residency was to absorb the Brazilian
culture and let it filter into her work.
Inspired by the vegetation of the Atlantic forest and the Baroque architecture of urban Rio,
Catherine has combined the banana leaf motif with printed stencils of ‘Sarra’ fabrics to
create a new hybrid of visual language.

